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EDITORIA^L

The

Wesleyan Message

Delbert R. Rose*
"Methodism declares that

love, the comple
Christ, is an essential portion of the Good
News. The Christian's self-knowledge and the vision of God in Christ, in
their very tension, should excite the beUever toward the realization of the
perfect love he sees in Christ." So ran a portion of "The Episcopal
Address," deUvered at the General Conference of The United Methodist
Church in Dallas, Texas, on April 22, 1968.
Prior to the above statement the "Address" declared that "many of
tion of the

our

new

perfection

liberal ideas about the inevitable

shipwreck."

in Christian

creature in

Whereas

perfectability

of

man

have

has demonstrated the

general history

come

to

fallacy

of

himself and,
given sufficient time, will inevitably do so, Methodism at her historical
best has demonstrated the fact that God's redeeming grace is able to

Uberal humanism's belief that

transform human

personality

nature of agape, that

is,

so

man

so

-to

is

as

capable

of

to make it

complete

God Himself will not hesitate to call such

a

perfecting

partaker

the Christian in
a one

of His divine

holy love

that

perfect.

and the title page of this Journal carry a subtitle which
highlights the main objective in the pubUcation known as The Asbury
Seminarian. This particular issue is devoted to underscoring the Semi
The

cover

interpret "The Wesleyan Message in the Life and
Thought of Today." While the articles by Drs. Harvey J. S. Blaney,
Mel Thomas Rothwell, and Paul H. Wood major on this distinctive
this guest editorialist will
message "in the Ufe and thought of today,"
seek to accentuate what the distinctive is in the Wesleyan message that

narian's raison d'Stre-to

*

Butler-Valade Professor of Biblical

Theology, Asbury Theological Seminary.
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application

in the

thought-forms

and life-ex

time.

WESLEY'S MOST DISTINCTIVE DOCTRINE

Wesley
formulated
The New

himself disclaimed

no

creed and

Testament,

being

an

innovator in

his Standard Sermons

regarded

theology. He
and Notes Upon

and "Conversations"

in his "Doctrinal Minutes"-to be "the

concerning doctrine-recorded
exposition of truths defined in the

New Testament and restated in the Articles and Homilies of the Church of
England." According to Nehemiah Curnock, editor of The Journal of the
Rev. John
doctrine

Wesley, A. M., Wesley's "nearest approach

was

Perfection."^

that of Christian

he claimed to teach

emphasis

nothing

But

to

a

newly defined

in this distinctive

even

that he had not found

plainly
Scriptures.
Wesley's study of "Christian Perfection" began concurrently with
his own religious awakening in 1725. Between 1725 and
1729, the writings
of three authors were most influential in
shaping his views on this subject:
Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Holy Living and Dying, Thomas a Kempis'
written in the

Imitation of Christ, and William Law's Christian
Perfection and Serious
Call But in the year 1729, Wesley affirmed, "I
began not only to read, but
to study, the Bible as the
one, the only standard of truth, and the only
model of pure religion. Hence I saw, in a clearer and clearer
the

indispensable necessity of having
'walking as Christ also walked'

'the mind which

...

but in all

things."'^

Wesley
was

often

not

only

was

in many

in

or

light,
Christ,' and

in most

of

respects,

frequently asked what he meant by "perfection" and
attacked for his teaching on this subject. One of those
attacking
was

1.

The Journal of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M.. edited
by Nehemiah Cumock
(London: The Epworth Press, 1938), rv,534; The Works of John
Wesley (Grand

2.

Plain Account

Rapids: Zondervan, reprint), VII, 423-24.
of Christian Perfection by Rev. John Wesley (Boston- Mc
cm
&
Donald,
Co., n.d.). Wesley wrote this in 1765, and at the conference in
Leeds in 1766 made it part of the course of
study. At that same Leeds con
ference the questions in the Methodist Discipline used in
the ordination

service-"Have you faith in Chnst? Are you
going on unto perfection? Do you
expect to be made perfect in love in this life? Are you
groaning after it?"were used first by Wesley. See: J. A.
Wood, Christian Perfection As Tau^t by
John Wesley (Chicago and Boston: The Christian Witness
Company, 1885),
p. 182; George Allen Turner, The More Excellent Way (Winona Lake Ind
Light and Life Press, 1952), p. 167.
�

The

him

was

5
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Dr. Dodd, to whom Mr.

Wesley

directed the

following

message

in 1756:

When I
seven

and

began

twenty

to make the

years

ago),

I

Scriptures my study (about
began to see that Christians

called to love God with all their heart, and to serve Him
with all their strength, which is precisely what I appre
are

hended to be meant

by

the

Scriptural term "perfection."
weighing this for some years, I openly declared my
sentiments before the University, in the sermon on
"The circumcision of the heart" [1733] About six years
after, in consequence of an advice I received from Bishop
Gibson [then bishop of London, at Whitehall, in 1740]
"Tell all the world what you mean by perfection," I
published my coolest and latest thoughts in the sermon on
that subject ["On Christian Perfection"-Sermon XL].
I therein build on no authority, ancient or modern, but the
After

.

,

Scripture.^
In the

scarcely

any

sermon

"On Christian

expression

or

Perfection," Wesley acknowledged that
English Bible had given "more

term in the

"The very sound of it is an abomination"
to many, he affirmed. "And whosoever preaches perfection, (as the
phrase is,) i.e. asserts that it is attainable in this life, runs great hazard of

offence" than the word

perfect.

by them worse than a heathen man or a publican."
When many urged Wesley to lay aside these offensive terms such as
"perfect" and "perfection," his reply was, "But are they not found in the
oracles of God? If so, by what authority can any messenger of God lay
them aside, even though all men should be offended?" To follow such
entreaties, he said, would be tantamount to denying Christ, giving place to
the devil, withholding from the people an essential portion of God's Word,
and thereby incurring guilt for others' ignorance and sinfulness.^
In a letter to Mrs. Maitland in May, 1763, Mr. Wesley further defen
ded his use of biblical terms and their meanings.
being

accounted

As to the word

3.

it is

scriptural:

Therefore

Magazine, 1779, p. 434, quoted in J. A. Wood, Christian Perfection
Taught by John Wesley, p. 20.
Sermons On Several Occasions, by The Rev. John Wesley, A.M. O^ew York:
Phillips & Hunt, n.d.), i, 355.

Methodist
As

4.

"perfection,"

The

6
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neither you nor I can in conscience object to it, unless we
send the Holy Ghost to school, and teach Him to speak
who made the tongue.
By Christian perfection, I

(as

I have said

again
again) the so loving God and our neighbor, as to
"rejoice evermore, pray without ceasing, and in every
thing give thanks." He that experiences this, is scripturally
perfect. And if you do not, yet you may experience it;
you surely will, if you follow hard after it; for the
Scripture cannot be broken.^
mean

and

Wesley devoted the rest' of the letter to show what he did not
teach, in particular some things which he had been accused of propagating.
He disclaimed ever having taught an absolute or infallible perfection.
"Sinless perfection I do not contend for, seeing it is not scriptural."
Neither did he teach a legal perfection, nor a "Christian perfection" that
is no longer in need of Christ's atoning merits.
A LOOK AT WESLEY'S JOURNAL ENTRIES

preachers the necessity of
of Christian perfection, but frequently
did so himself. As a result of his own observations and practices, he could
confidently declare that wherever this distinctive message is truly preached
it produces revival and causes the whole work of God, in all its branches,
Wesley not only pressed
preaching often upon the theme

upon

his

to increase and prosper.

sample Wesley's Journal entries to learn
prominence given this "Wesleyan message" in Wesley's

Few have taken the time to
at firsthand the
own

own

preaching.

These selected entries, with his commentary, tell their

story.

Saturday evening I explained, at Bristol, the nature
and extent of Christian perfection {Journal, Nov., 1739)
�On

�We had

blessing, at Manchester, both
morning and afternoon. In the evening I met the believers,
and strongly exhorted them to "go on unto perfection."
To many of them it seemed a new doctrine. However, they

5.

The Works

of

an

uncommon

John

Wesley (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, n.d.), XII, 257-258.

The

all received it in

neither

men

love; and

{Journal, AprU, 1761).
-1

came

.

to London. I

flame

was

shall

ever

a

devils

nor

7
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.

kindled, which I
be able

to

trust

quench

.

found the

spirit which I left
here, both in the morning and evening service. Monday
I began a course of sermons on Christian
perfection
{Journal, Nov., 1761).
same

.

.

-A

large congregation

.

for the

"Let

of the believers here athirst for full

most

{Journal, April, 1764).
-Hence

plained

rode to

we

remains

only
April, 1764).

Grimsby.

...

seven

depth
not

1

.

.

afterward find
.

of

finding
redempfion

morning

...

I

ex

perfection. Many
fully satisfied. It
believe {Journal,

were
we

and

described the

height and
holiness; and (what is strange) I could
that any person was offended {Journal,

of Christian

.

on

go

.

clearly

Nov., 1764).

In the

experience what

to

us

.

.

the nature of Chrisfian

large

at

.

who had doubted of it before

�At

morning, and

just ripe
exhortation,
perfecfion." I had, indeed, the satisfaction

unto

.

.

attended at five in the

seemed to be

.

strongly

.

�At five in the

morning, I began a course of sermons on
Christian perfection; if haply that thirst after it might
return which was so general a few years ago. Since that
time, how deeply have we grieved the Holy Spirit of God!
Yet two or three have lately received His pure love; and a
few more are brought to the birth {Journal, Dec, 1767).
.

�In the

preached on
rejoiced to hear of being "saved to
very thing which their souls longed
1770).
.

evening

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Heb. vii. 25.

Many
the uttermost," the
after {Journal, July,
.

.

�The next

evening

"Without holiness

April, 1777).

.

.

...

no

man

I

preached
shall

see

on

Heb. xii. 14:

the Lord"

{Journal,

.

years ago, 1 knew and preached every Christian
doctrine which I now preach {Journal, Sept., 1778).

-Forty

.

-About ten, 1

preached

had suffered much

by

at New Mills.

not

having

the

.

.

Perceiving they
doctrine of perfection
.

.

.
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clearly explained, and strongly pressed upon them, I
preached expressly on the head; and spoke to the same
effect in meeting the society. The spirits of many greatly
revived; and they are now "going on unto perfection."
I found it needful to press the same
thing at Stockport in
the evening (/ouma/, April, 1782).
.

.

.

�In the

evening, I exhorted them all to expect pardon
or holiness, to-day, and not to-morrow. O, let their love
never grow cold! (Journal, May, 1783).
.

.

.

�Friday, 6, being the quarterly day for meeting the local
preachers, between twenty and thirty of them met at West
Street, and opened their hearts to each other. Taking the
opportunity of having them all together, at the watchnight,
I strongly insisted on St. Paul's advice to Timothy, "Keep
that which is committed to thy trust"; particularly the
doctrine of Christian perfection, which God has peculiarly
entrusted to the Methodists (Journal, Feb., 1789).
.

�At nine I

preached

in the

text was, "Let us go

My
people seemed
1790).
.

.

house

.

Wigan.
.

.

chapel, at Tunstal.
unto perfection"; and the
the word (Journal, April,

new

on

devour

.

.

.

.

�We went to
wicked

to

.

.

Wigan. for

many years proverbially called
But it is not now what it was.
The
.

was more

greatly affected,

than

.

.

seemed to be
filled;
our
Lord's words,
strongly applied
(Journal, May, 1790).^
and all

.

.

.

while I

"I will: be thou clean"

It is to be remembered that Mr.

Wesley often used other terms with
which to impart the message of Christian perfe'ction. He
frequently called
this grace "entire sanctification," "full salvation," "holiness," "a clean
heart," "cleansed from all sin," "perfected in love."
Wesley's noted biographer, Luke Tyerman, writing to E. C. Estes,
Esq., declared: "All who are acquainted with Methodist history, are well

6.

Compiled by
pp. 94-97.

J. A. Wood, Christian

Perfection

As

Taught by John

TTie

that Methodism has

aware

9
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always prospered

entire sanctification has been most

most when the

doctrine of

popular."^

While many attacked Wesley for his teaching, none of his contem
poraries were able to disprove it or to deny the transforming effects of it.
Dr.

George A. Turner discovered that "during fifty years of controversy,
when theological passions were high, no one undertook to refute Wesley
from a scriptural standpoint, in any worthwhile effort. His requests that
he be corrected from the Bible, and his challenge to prove him unscriptural,
were never

acted

upon."^

THE THREEFOLD DISTINCTIVENESS IN WESLEYANISM

While all branches of mid-stream

have held to

some

Methodism which first put forth holiness
the center from which she viewed all theology. Dr. John M'Clintock,

form of holiness
as

Christianity

teaching,

it

was

scholarly Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesi
Literatur^ and first president of Drew Theological Seminary,

co-editor of the

astical

affirmed

on

the occasion of American Methodism's centennial observance

in 1866:

Knowing exactly what I say and taking the full re
sponsibility for it, I repeat, we are the only church in
history from the apostles' time until now that has put
forward as its very elemental thought�the great central
pervading idea of the whole book of God from beginning
to the end�the holiness of the human soul, heart, mind,
and will.

.

.

.

work of

men

church

are

making
agencies

versities, and
is

7.

8.

9.

Our work is

our

our

a

holy.

for

moral work�that is to say, the
Our preaching is to that, our

that,

theological

mission� there is

our

our

schools, colleges,

seminaries

are

glory�there

is

uni

for that. There
our

power and

1
Quoted in J. A. Wood, Christian Perfection As Tau^t by John Wesley, p. 1 0.
the
Basis
of
George Allen Turner, The More Excellent Way: The Scriptural
220.
Life
and
Ind,:
Press,
1952),
p.
Light
Lake,
Wesleyan Message (Winona
at
Harvard
dissertation
his
Ph.D.
University.
Dr. Turner's volume is based upon
Beginning this year the Baker Book House of Grand Rapids is reprinting this
"classic encyclopedia" because much of the material found in it "is difficult,
if not impossible, to find elsewhere." Although first published in 1887, most of
its contents have a "continuing relevance to today's scholar."

10
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there shall be the

Asbury

ground of

true.^"

Seminarian

our

triumph.

God

keep

us

That which

distinguished Wesley's understanding of the biblical
doctrine of Christian perfection from others' views can be summed
up in
three points: (1) its entirety; (2) its instantaneity; and (3) its certainty or
"certification," through the witness of the Holy Spirit. In his book, A
Defense of Christian Perfection, Dr. Daniel Steele claimed that these three
points are "so related that they stand or fall together. The proof of any
one of these points strongly supports the other two. The demonstration
of two makes the third

a

necessary

inference."^ ^

In

brief, Wesley taught that initial sanctification begins at the moment
of regeneration (the new birth) and sets in motion a process of gradual
sanctification which normally leads the believer to the crisis of entire
sanctification� preferably
faith

as soon

after the

new

birth

as

knowledge

and

possible. The crisis of entire sanctification, which
cleanses the heart from "original" or inherited sin, is normally followed by
a progressive or perpetual sanctification, a
being preserved blameless unto
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Thess. 5:23).^^
When using the term perfection in relation to human nature, one
must note that Wesley, impUcitly or expUcitly, made a distinction between
these kinds and/or degrees of perfection: (1) the perfection Adam had
before the fall; (2) the perfection of Old Testament believers before
Christ, such as Noah, Abraham, Job, Moses, David, Asa and others;
(3) the perfection which Jesus Christ possessed and practiced; (4) the

10.
11.

can

make it

Quoted in Clin A. Curtis, The Christian Faith- (New York: Eaton & Mains,
1905), p. 372.
Daniel Steele, A Defense of Christian Perfection (New York: Hunt &
Eaton,
1896), p. 112. This volume was Dr. Steele's reply to Dr. James Mudge'sbook,
Growth in Holiness Toward Perfection, which had as its thesis: sanctification
will not be entire until the resurrection of the body; sanctification is
gradually
experienced by successive sanctifying acts of God, no one of which instant
aneously cleanses from all sin; and the Holy Spirit does not witness to entire
cleansing but only to one's present consciousness of cleanness; beneath the
level of the believer's consciousness other layers or levels of
depravity yet
remain to be cleansed at

future moment when these
emerge into the realm
and removal. In a word Dr
countered ihe threefold distinctiveness in Wesley's
teaching on Chris

of consciousness for

12.

some

renunciation, confession

Mudge
tian perfection.
Leo George Cox, John Wesley's Concept of Perfection (Kansas
City, Mo.:
Beacon Hill Press, 1964), pp. 195-196.

The

perfection that

is

possible

Pentecost -while still

(5)

the

on

to

perfection
perfection

ahead of

us.

But "the

Episcopal

11

Christians now-this side of Calvary and

earth and

living

of the resurrected saints in

Eden's
"The

Wesleyan Message

is forever behind

in their mortal

bodies; and

eternity.

us.

Eternity's perfection

evangelical perfection"

is still

of Christian love-which

Address"

(quoted from at the opening of this article)
"essential portion of the Good News"-is a present and
urgent
possibility. Wesley emphasized the fullness of divine love, shed abroad in
the beUever's heart, as that which fulfills the law's demands
Chrisfians
affirms is

an

upon

during this Gospel
or

(Rom.
perfection.
spite of current challenges
era

13:8-10); hence properly called "evangelical"

Christian
In

such

as

to the distinctive Wesleyan
message
those in J. Sidlow Baxter's His Deeper Work in Us
(London,

1967), pages 227-234, and in WiUiam E. Hulme's The Dynamics of
Sanctification (MinneapoHs, 1968), pages 117, 178-181, there are, to this
writer, no basic refutations of, or phenomenal improvements upon, that
which Wesley himself taught and which
contemporary Wesleyan scholars
in America have faced and adequately answered. Some
contemporary
scholars
are
unaware
of
such
studies
as George A.
non-WesIeyan
seemingly
Turner's The Vision Which Transforms (1964), Kenneth Geiger's three
volumes (as compiler and editor), namely. Insights Into Holiness (1962),
Further Insights Into Holiness (1963), The Word and the Doctrine (1965),
and W. Curry Mavis' The Psychology of Christian Experience (1963).
With all the valued contributions of the various disciplines, to many
of us within the Wesleyan tradition to whom this teaching is a priceless
empirical treasure, neither the exegetical labors of biblical scholars nor
the "insights of psychology" have altered the basic validity of the Wesleyan
message.

13.

14.

Ibid., passim; cf. Delbert R. Rose, "Christian Perfection, Not Sinless Perfection,"
in Insights Into Holiness, ed. Kenneth Geiger {Ibid., 1962), pp. 107-128;
Daniel Steele, Milestone-Papers (Minneapolis, Minn.: Bethany Fellowship, n.d.,

reprint), pp. 17-23.
George Allen Turner, The

Vision Which

Transforms (Kansas City,

Mo.: Beacon

1964), pp. 264, 319, 321-326. Drs. Turner and Mavis currently are
Asbury Theological Seminary. Dr. Geiger, a general superintendent
professors
of The Missionary Church, served as president of the National Holiness
Hill Press,

at

Association from 1960 to 1964.

ARTICLES
The

Wesleyan Message Today
Harvey J.

The spontaneous

lay

S.

Blaney*

hoUness revival of the nineteenth century

was

the immediate ancestor of the modern holiness movement. Creeds and

dogmas were few. Personal experience was the goal, the Bible was the
guide, evangeUsm was the method. The theological emphasis was essentially
Wesley an-Arminian, although the doctrine of sanctification had a variety
of interpretations. The momentum of the revival was the call of faith
and the illumination of the Word of God by the Spirit. It was marked by
dynamic evangeUsm and enthusiastic theology. Periodicals were founded
which publicized camp meetings and evangelistic campaigns and made
available vivid testimonies of earnest seekers who had become happy
finders.
Books

give the central emphasis more permanent
form and to serve as protection against distortions. Such volumes as
Perfect Love by J. A. Wood, Principles of the Interior or Hidden Life by
T. C. Upham, Christian Purity by R. S. Foster, Holiness and Power by
A. M. Hills, and Love Enthroned by Daniel Steele, are recognized as
holiness classics. Supported by such writers, including John Wesley,
Dr. H. O. WUey has given the doctrine formal expression in his Christian
Theology:
were

pubUshed

to

Entire sanctification is that act of" God, subsequent to
regeneration, by which beUevers are made free from original

sin, or depravity, and brought into a state of entire devotement
to God, and the holy obedience of love made perfect. It is

Professor of

Religion and Chairman of the Graduate Division of Theology in
College, Wollaston, Massachusetts. Dr. Blaney was Visiting
Professor of Doctrine and Philosophy of Religion at Asbury Theological Semi
nary during the Winter and Spring Quarters of the academic year of 1967-1968.
Eastern Nazarene

The
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wrought by the baptism with the Holy Spirit, and comprehends
in one experience the cleansing of the heart from sin and the
abiding, indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit, empowering
the behever for Ufe and service (Vol. II, pp. 466467).
The modern

Wesleyan

trinal statement. It borders

movement remains committed to this doc

the miraculous that this twofold message
has been sustained in active context for so long a time. The danger of

drifting

and

on

default is

failing by

but the supporters of
this movement and their educational institutions show few signs of for

saking

their

heritage

or

denying

The earUer movement

and,

at the

always present,

their doctrine.

was

in

part

a

reaction

against Modernism,

mediating position between the extremes of
Calvinistic predestination as preached by Jonathan Edwards and New
England Unitarianism. Today Wesleyanism faces on the one hand a vacuum
created by peripheral Uberal theologies which have flared briefly and then
subsided. On the other hand there is the resurgence of evangeUcaUsm,
with its strong emphasis upon the work of the Holy Spirit in the Ufe of both
the individual and the church. Wesleyans must become involved more
actively in the chaUenge which each of these movements presents. They
must help to fiU the vacuum with a viable doctrine which speaks to the
needs of our day. And, as an integral part of the evangeUcal movement,
they have theii own distinctive emphasis to make concerning the nature of
sin and the destruction of the carnal nature by the baptism of the
Holy Spirit.
Wesleyanism is just beginning to break away from a convergent
type of thinking which tends to "package and label" doctrine and the
results it is expected to produce. The conviction is growing that the time
has arrived when the doctrine of entire sanctification needs to be re-thought
and re-expressed in order for the Wesleyan movement to perpetuate
itself effectively. There is danger that the present momentous era, with
its knowledge explosion in every area of research and activity, wiU pass
without receiving up-to-date contributions to its thought in terms of the
distinctives of Wesleyan theology.
same

time,

a

The doctrine of entire sanctification is weU estabUshed upon the
Christian experience. Its roots are
and
of

personal
Scripture
teachings
wiU only come
now deep in history. But its flowering in each generation
aUve. The
by diUgent effort. Theology must be cultivated to be kept
for the
impUcations of modern psychological and sociological studies
understanding of man, the carnal nature, and the Ufe of hoUness are
have
staggering. The scientific revolution and space age technology
the
developed new frames of reference and relationships which challenge

14
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older holiness idiom and the honored
analogies for the
Christian truth. Perhaps of equal significance is the

explosion
explosion.

in biblical

The

knowledge is as great as
challenge and the possibilities

understanding

of

vaUd claim that the
the scientific knowledge

should be obvious. The
louder, but to work harder. To borrow an analogy
from music: While the score of a
composition remains constant, every
performance before a new audience demands the most
instru
answer

is not to shout

adequate
distinctively rendered performance. Recordings
long take the place of a master conductor with a live

ments, freshly tuned, and
cannot for very

a

orchestra.
Relevant Wesleyanism calls for an open and trustful
atmosphere
and for men-ministers and teachers-who will
with
the
grapple
personal
and social problems of our day in the light of the biblical
of

promise

from sin and the promise of the Kingdom of God on earth.
It calls for more and better biblical holiness
preachers and writers-for
more holiness literature and the formulation of fresh
theological concepts
in the thought forms of the rising generation�for improvement in the

redemption

content of books and

periodical literature which will speak to the problems
of laymen in this highly technical and industrial age. This is in the
spirit
of Jesus, of the Wesleys, and of our more recent holiness forebears.
The tendency of reUgious movements is to reach the zenith of their
perfection, remain balanced on the piimacle for a period, and then
decline. But Wesleyanism can be sustained and revived and carried to new
levels of excellence by the charting of new ways in a new
generation, by
meaningfully communicating the gospel of full salvation to people who
"know not Joseph," and by
envisioning a new people of God who will
arise as a remnant to inherit the
promises made to previous generations.
Christian experience encompasses far more than the two crises of
justification and sanctification, two vital contacts with God, the effects
of which one strives to maintain. Christian
experience is a personal
relationship with God which has a beginning but need have no ending. It
is a continuum, a walk with God
through the Spirit, a going-on to per
fection, a walk in the light which has been punctuated by the two great
crises in the settling of the sin problem. The crises are the
avenues of
entrance, the taking of the vows, the ratifying of the covenant, the wed
ding, if you will, which re-estabUshes one's lost relationship with God on
a

permanent basis. The sanctified life is the daily perpetuation of the

crisis of sanctification.

Experience expressed in these terms can be understood through a
deeper knowledge of the developing person and his environment, as well
as of the working of the Holy
Spirit. Consecration and sanctification, as

The
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constitute the second crisis

related to the carnal man,
deep sense of the reaUties of the Christian life they must also be
related to the sanctified man. The "unknown bundle" of initial commit
ment will gradually unfold; with the
and desires of
attending
but in

experience,

are

a

temptations

an

easier way, the consecration of

chapters in one's life-whether of
answering ministration of the Holy Spirit,
be
as
may
meaningful to the maturing Christian as his crisis experience of
sanctification. Consecration of the unknown future must be actualized
by
consecration of the ever-present now, and repeated
of
the
anointings
Spirit must make real the promise of His abiding presence. Sanctification
is entire when it encompasses the whole man
throughout the total extent
failure

or

of his life

ships.

new

of fortune -and the

as a

Christian.

One's Christian experience is also involved in his social relation
It was relatively simple to be a Christian a generation or so ago

when much of life could be lived in

comparative seclusion from the world
large. Today
necessarily involved in the culture of their
society. Withdrawal ignores inherent problems and is seldom possible.
Christians

at

are

The prayer of Jesus that His foUowers be not taken from the world but
be kept from its evil has awesome meaning in our day. How does a man

hve

as

a

Christian in

determine its
commitment

factory,

as a

or on a

Sabbath
his

ethical

an

organization

code?

member of

university

profession

when he cannot

How does he demonstrate his Christian

labor union, as a politician, in an office or
campus? What does it mean today to keep the
a

What is the Christian

holy?
neighbor�all

or

answer

to war? How does

one

of his

life situations which

love

neighbors� as himself? These questions make
demand understanding as well as answers.

up

the past century the liberal twins of Source and Form
Criticism have decimated the authority of the Bible and thrown doubt

During

upon the historical portions of both the Old and New Testaments, casting
the biblical material into evolutionary molds. Wesleyans have "cursed the

darkness" which resulted, but it is time now to light some fresh candles of
biblical truth, not in fear or defensiveness, but in faith and confidence.
them for

But much

be learned

methodologi
scholarship for "rightly
cally
handling the word of truth" (II Tim. 2:15, RSV). Biblical studies such
as literary and historical research, textual and linguistic criticism and
archaeological investigations can serve to make the scriptures take on new
life and meaning. Liberal scholarship, as weU as evangelicalism, challenges
Wesleyans to be more diligent in their "homework" and to give more
positive support for the doctrines they hold as authoritative.
The earlier holiness movement flourished on biblical proof texts,
Others caimot
from

which

light

all branches

are now

us.

can

of modem biblical

known to be best used in combination,

as sermon

starters.
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for illustration and identification of a
truth; seldom do they suffice
of themselves for all that has been read into them in
use.
or

popular

They

like nuggets which have risen to the surface,
having great beauty and
of
what lies beneath the surface. The
value, yet suggestive
profoundest
truths must be mined from the depths. "Be ye
for
I
am
holy,
holy" (Lev.
are

11
in

I Pet.

1:15), like a vein of sacred ore, underUes all scriptural truth
exhaustless supply, waiting to be worked upon and cast into relevant

:44;

commentary. The Bible, the Old Testament as well as the New, is
replete with the holiness of God, the sinfuhiess of man, and the redeeming
grace of

a

divine Savior. These fundamental truths

are

found there in

symbol and story, in sermon and song, proclaimed by poet and prophet,
priest and preacher. The truth is there, sufficient for life and doctrine,
waiting fresh development into a vital theology for this age and culture,
and as practical applications of the Gospel of Christ.
This paper in no wise advocates a change in the accepted Wesleyan
doctrinal position. It does suggest both the demand for and the availability
of a more adequate understanding and presentation of what an experience
of entire sanctification means, resulting hopefully in a new evangelism.
The persuasion of preaching will be fortified with the persuasion of
bibUcal truth. The preacher and the theologian will be combined. There
will be a diminishing tendency to seek for a standardized type of experi
ence. The Holy Spirit wiU be
given freedom to surprise and challenge
God's people to new achievements�to do in them and among them the
unexpected, the new, the exceedingly abundant, the miraculous. Then
will any presumptuous faith be humbled before the
mysteries of the King
dom of God. Then will those who are honored to be called holiness
people
bow before their Christ like full heads of
will
ripened grain; they
rejoice
that

a new

harvest has sprung from the permanent soil.

Education for

Sanctity

Paul H. Wood*

Towering

walls of

prejudice have been erected against the use of the
words of this title in a single phrase because they have been incorrectly
assumed to be antithetical in content, antagonistic in purpose. In the
most extreme form, this prejudiced notion could be stated as holding that
an

educated person could have little tolerance for any concept of sanctity
a righteous person should feel no
great need for an education,

and that

except for purely utilitarian or economic ends.
Before examining the possibility of establishing a more friendly
relationship between these words, definitions are in order. "Education:
of mind

through study or instruction." "Sanctity:
holiness of life and character." These terse descriptions open the door to a
proper investigation of the problem, "Is it possible or feasible so to
discipline mind or character through study or instruction as to facilitate
the attaiimient of holiness of life and character?" Altogether irrelevant
is the question some would like to make of this, "Can education be a
substitute for traditional evangelistic processes in the attainment of
holiness of Ufe and conduct?" The writer would make it inmiediately
clear that he raises no question as to the vaUdity of the evangeUstic
approach to sanctity, but would suggest the possibiUty of making edu
cative processes aUies rather than foes of this approach.
Protagonists of experiential sanctity hold that moral transformation

discipline

or

character

is the work of divine grace, while education is a human device for the
redirection and restructuring of life patterns. If God is to make man, in

this

Ufe, holy.

needs

no

fere with

*

He does

so

with

human intervention
a

divine

operation.

or

direct work, redemptive in nature, that
assistance. The latter, indeed, may inter

a

Those

holding

Professor of Christian Education, Asbury

this view have

no

Theological Seminary.

difficulty

in
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preaching, praying, singing, and personal work to
attain His ends. This paper merely raises the
question as to the suitability
of using instructional procedures to achieve the goals of One who sent to
uses

this world its greatest Teacher, who in turn instructed His
"Go
teach!"
.

.

disciples

to

.

Those who hold the doctrine of entire sanctification in reverent
regard do so against the backdrop of long held and jealously protected
convictions that

in the

revealing light of unprejudiced scru
tiny, more properly classified as presuppositions. Since these are held
with such devout sincerity, they are presented only factually, without
editorializing. The writer is certain of their authenticity, for having
identified himself with the holiness movement and people for over fortyfive years, he confesses to having himself� at various times� entertained
all of these ideas, holding even now that each has elements of vaUdity.
Because they are presented objectively, it is hoped that the reader will
generously absolve the writer from any charge of indulging in either levity
or sacrilege. He consciously walks on holy ground.
are

1. Holiness is

probably,

caught,

rather than

taught. Having

its

origin
God, it is not attained by any human device of instruction.
2. Holiness is experiential, rather than behavioral, though
logically a higher level of being, effected by a divine work,
should result in a higher plane of doing.
3. An individual cannot be educated into holiness. The port of
entry is a crisis� absolute, unconditional consecration and
accepting faith rather than learning, which is a continuing
in

Ufe process.
4. A

right relationship with
relationships with man.

God

automaticaUy produces good

5. Emotional difficulties and ethical

treated

as

person has

perplexities

should be

spiritual problems which wiU be resolved when
a pure heatt and a
Spirit-fiUed life.

a

If these

propositions constitute the entire relationship between education
sanctity, then other than instructional approaches are in order and
preaching/ proclamation wiU and should continue to be the principal
instrument for the propagation of the doctrine.
There are other possibiUties, however. On these must rest the case
for a contribution to sanctity through education. A series of counterpropositions is suggested:
and

1. If there

might

are

facts

a

regenerated person should know that
a holy heart,

lead him to desire

2. If holiness is

a

process

as

weU

as� not

instead of� a crisis.

Education

3. If there
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personal problems of an emotional, devotional
disciplinary nature that emerge, even in the lives of the
purified,
If there are interpersonal relationships that need to be
refined and improved after a person has been cleansed, and
If knowledge of God's word, working and way are impor
tant to spiritual growth and maturity, then sanctity and
education are not antithetical but complementary and
interdependent. Without elaborating extensively on these,
some amplification is in order to test the hypothesis that
are

or

4.

5.

educative process can and should contribute to the
understanding and attainment of sanctity.
an

facts. The controversy will probably
whether the attainment of sanctity should

1. Needed

be

fully re
be presented as an
solved as to
obligation or a* privilege. Hebrews 12:14 makes heart purity a firm re
quirement for fellowship with the Lord. The promise of Christ identifies
the coming of the Holy Spirit with the reception of power. Certain creedal
emphases accent guidance, knowledge and stabiUty. An accompanying
Presence is promised.
Due to widely manifested differences between individuals, the
motives activating the quest for personal holiness necessarily vary. Preach
ing tends to be patternized� some denunciatory, other emotional, horta
tory, analytical, historical, exegetical or expository. Teaching is more
likely to be objective, thorough and learner-centered. The bibUcal facts
are not in themselves sanctifying, but they can be so presented as to
provide answers to known human needs for righteousness, both awakening
desire and impeUing action to seek and find God's purifying work within
the heart and Ufe. Some beUevers are almost completely disinterested in a
single though traumatic experience because their desire Ues in the direction
of continuing stabiUty in personal hoUness reflected in acts and attitudes.
Others do desire a quick and epochal change that wiU resolve aU their
spiritual problems. A dUigent, directed study of the Bible is probably the
best way to show that vital sanctity inheres in both types of desire and
their fulfiUment in the purifying provisions of Christ's atoning work.
2. Process vs. crisis. Those who believe in the unconditional security
of

a

never

spiritual rebirth is an irreversible
undissolvable relationship are committed to an

Christian beUever, who hold that

act and that

adoption

is

an

to an
evangeUstic strategy, to wit, by aUnost any device getting a seeker
there
altar, enquiry room or other place of commitment. What happens

after is of secondary moment.
In the same spirit, there

are

those who hold

sanctity

to be the pro-
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supremely meaningful moment in which a person, having met
God's conditions of absolute and unconditional surrender to His will
by "dying out" to self and sin, accepts by faith God's
one

promise, provisions,
purity, becoming holy in heart. If this be all there is to sanctity,
procedures are inescapably clear. Candidates for the divine work must be
influenced by some logical, emotional or social appeal to
quickly find a
time and place for complete yielding to the known will of God, that His
empowering, cleansing Presence in the person of the Holy Spirit may fill
the heart, Ufe and personaUty. Instruction may have some, but relatively
little, part to play in assisting the seeker, because of findings that action is
far more strongly influenced by feelings than by facts.
If there be force to the Pauline phrase, "perfecting holiness," so
that experience, however memorable, is only a port of entry into a Ufe of
infinitely enlarged dimensions, the role of education suddenly assumes
new importance. The camp meeting and revival do not become less
significant, for they should provide a steady stream of unfinished material
for producing convincing Christians, the most needed witnesses in the
world. The complete and mature example of Christian sanctity is the
product of time, patience, effort, work and study. The part learning plays
is too obvious to caU for detailed treatment. As Paul points out in
II Timothy 2:15, the obtairmient of divine approval rests rather on study
than ecstatic experience. While many pastors and evangeUsts insist that
every time they preach they also teach, every educator knows that no real
learning takes place without study. Otherwise the educative process is
intrinsicaUy incomplete.
and

3. Personal problems. "We have this treasure in earthen vessels." The
saint is not exempt from the many pressures that beset aU people. He has

get along with his family, friends, and those with whom he works. He
knows hunger, fatigue and disappointment. The words of the Savior,
to

"O

Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how oft would I have gathered thee
but ye
would not," intimate that grief, discouragement and frustration
may co
exist with personal sanctity of the highest order. Habits formed over the
years are not in every case broken in a moment. Recognizing these facts,
both Testaments devote extended passages to
information that
...

providing
attaining spiritual maturity in his Ufe. One of the
most perplexing problems faced by those
seeking to be holy is the mis
inference
that
when they become sanctified,
guiding
they wiU attam such
deUverance
from
aU
complete
perplexities and Umitations that Ufe wiU be
or
unendingly
uninterruptedly bUssful in its spiritual dimension. Reality
proves so different that confidence in God's plan or their response thereto
becomes seriously undermined. They simply
stop trying to either confess
or possess personal hoUness,
into
relapsing
mediocrity at best or actual
wiU assist the beUever in

Education

sin at worst. A careful

study
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of the life of

sanctity,

its demands and dif

ficulties would obviate the situation, l&ading to a more realistic concept
of the way of holiness which leads to a satisfying and useful stability.

emancipating power of truth gives promise of lowering the
casualty rates caused by anticipations and expectations that, generalized
from individual experiences, are unsupported by divine provisions and
promises, but which have resulted in disillusionment, disappointment and
cynicism when unobserved in conduct or unfelt in experience. There is
probably no better safeguard against the erosion of hope and faith than
exact knowledge of the divine pattern and plan for personal holiness. Such
knowledge is not picked up by casual exposure to assorted testimonies or
even preaching that is strongly influenced by highly subjective factors, but
by accurate instruction from the word of God. The most spiritually
dependable people are those who are most highly and scripturally literate.
Knowledgability at this level is a most convincing argument for education
The

for the sanctified.

Interpersonal relationships. No
contrived a final answer to the puzzle
4.

one

known to the writer has

of tensions and

even

enmities

between saints. It will be remembered that Paul and Peter had pointed
differences. Some differences are the fruit of conflicting loyalties which

only

accentuate the divisive nature of the consequences. A

pastor, com
his parish, noted the incongruity of the

menting on a critical situation in
same lips producing virtuous pronouncements and vituperative praying.
The history of Christianity is stained with blood and its pathway
littered with the debris of broken friendships and damaged reputations.
The convictions responsible for the wreckage were most sincerely held,
but this makes the horror ^greater, less excusable. There is obviously no

simple

answer

to this

phase

of the human

studied-even in the Bible-that offers

a

predicament,

no course

to be

cure-all, but improvement

is

clearer communications.

People
need to be educated in ways of cleaning out channels clogged by prejudice
and self-esteem, so they can talk to each other, thereby gaining fresh
perspective and sympathetic insight.
5. Growth and maturity. Paul wrote of his daily death. New
new solutions
experiences, influences, problems and associations call for
and new submission as a continuing experience. All necessary knowledge
for successfully living the rest of life simply does not come in a flash of
advanced
insight at the moment of purification. The most spiritually
Christians testify to their daily recurring need of careful and reverent

promised,

if not

guaranteed, by better,

know it best love it most. It is
exposure to God's word. Those who
unfortunate that in many hoUness circles the idea is popular that sanctity
to preaching and
can be most effectively preserved by maximum exposure
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minimum devotion to Bible

study. Since so much preaching accepted as
relevant to contemporary needs is topical and problem-centered, the above
notion ought to be reversed. This is not to be interpreted as an argument
for abandoning the preaching hour, but rather a plea for upgrading, en
riching and supporting the one devoted to study. Study, in turn, deserves
the techniques and status of a truly educative experience with sound
pedagogy and planned, individual examination of the Bible.
Whenever the contributing influence of education on genuine piety
is recognized and applied, sanctity is translated from the lofty realm of
the unreaUzable ideal to the practical and rewarding level of behavioral
holiness accurately described in the Bible as the attainable end of
Christ's redemptive work. It is not a forced conclusion but an inevitable
finding that education is not only helpful in attaining and applying
sanctity, but is indispensable as an instrument for arriving at the higher
plateaus of Christian experience where one may revel in the fuUness of
the divine presence and at the same time reach out and down in creative
service, true fulfiUment of the redemptive mission.

God's Extension:

Ground for Sanctification

Mel Thomas Rothwell*

Any reahstic process of salvation must originate in the holiness
of God, which is redemptive by nature. Redemption begins in the nature
of God and culminates in the heart of

man.

Clearly,

salvation is not

com

until God puts the finishing touch to sin as a state of pollution in the
immortal soul. Hence we beUeve that the only hypothesis open to Christian

plete

theology

is

which calls for the radical and

complete eradication of sin
end-product of God's redemptive urge and procedure.
"Be ye holy for 1 am holy" is not a scriptural injunction prompted
by cosmic inusing. To the contrary, it is the expressed will and the
one

from the soul

as

the

authoritative command of God which rests

on

existential

necessity. It

is

made

logically mandatory by the relationship involving God and man in
redemption. No alternative is permissible so long as God's holiness is the
primary and constant factor in human recovery.
It is the position of this article that God's extension is the bona fide
ground for entire sanctification. That is to say, all territory surrendered by
the believer will immediately and fuUy be possessed by God. As George A.
Turner expresses it, "The extent of one's consecration is the measure of
the Spirit's hallowing and
To the extent that God's divine

energizing."^

thrust

pervades

the human

personaUty,

holiness is indwelt and sanctifica

by entire sanctification we understand the culmi
promises of a full salvation from sin. Asbury Lowrey

tion is confirmed. And
nation of the biblical

*

Professor of

Philosophy

1.

in

Bethany

Nazarene

College, Bethany, Oklahoma.

logical

of Dr. Rothwell's addresses delivered at Asbury Theo
Seminary during the Holiness Emphasis Conference in the fall of 1964.

George

A. Turner, The More Excellent

Published here is

one

Way,

p. 109.
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salvation not only "from the
guilt and reigning
of
but
also
from
its
defilement
sin,
and
power
a

inbeing."^

PARTIAL AND ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION
Before

discussion of entire sanctification, it is without
doubt weU to take account of the distinction between partial and entire

entering into

sanctification, "between

a

a

work of

begun,

but

incomplete, and a
perfect." Sanctification has already begun in
crace

work of grace mature and
the bom-again believer. As part of the effect in the Ufe of the beUever,
sanctification involves personal dedication and separation unto God. The
birth is matriculation in

sanctification; at the moment of conversion
relinquished Ufe, imparting a new dimension to it, the
quaUty of eternity. "And I give unto them eternal life," said Jesus.^
The initial surrender by which the sinner receives Christ as Savior
sets in motion a process of sanctification which eventually serves to crown
Him Lord of aU. Dr. Delbert R. Rose casts helpful Ught on the question of
the process of sanctification of the heart in the foUowing words, "Coupled
with this cleansing is the Spirit's work of perfecting of the beUever's heart

new

God invades the

in love to God and to his

that sanctification
comes

as

a

short of the true

nates in

a

neighbor."^

But careful reflection wiU reveal

process within the Ufe of the

objective

crisis of fuU and final

newly regenerate

of salvation. Unless the process culmi
surrender, with the resulting full and

final

purification of the heart, salvation remains an unfinished project,
beset by a vital and damaging want.
Any phase of sanctification short of entire sanctification is thus
properly designated as partial. Partial sanctification moves toward crisis,
and this process is continuous, and not to be
regarded as disjoined from
the end product.
Process and crisis in the movement of
spiritual Ufe in the believer
involve stages or levels, these
being occasioned by the beUever's need
The achievement of a new level in the
beUever's spiritual process does
m no sense necessitate a break
in the
continuity of spiritual maturing
John Doe in passing from
boyhood to manhood

experiences

2.

Asbury Lovney, Possibilities of Grace,

3.

Ibia., p. 195.

4.

John 10:28.

5.

Delbert R. Rose,

p. 194.

Insights into Holiness,

p. 121.

no

perceptible
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interruption in the ongoing of his personality, yet he has pas!>ed from
level or period of growth to its normal succeeding level. Similarly,

one

the

Christian in the crisis of entire sanctification sustains no fracture in his
development. He does pass discemibly from the level of spiritual infancy
to that of

carnal

nature to the state of inward

in the

spiritual adulthood, from the stage of struggle with the
victory and peace. Nothing gained
new birth is lost; rather, its
gains are consolidated.
PERFECTION:

tion

PROMISED AND REQUIRED

Any careful discussion of entire sanctification requires a considera
of a closely related aspect of salvation. Christian perfection. Dr. Rose

reminds
than

us

do

that "few words need

the

words

discussion, perfection

perfection

more

and

careful and constant definition

sin."^

is understood to

mean

For the purposes of this

complete, whole,

or

entire.

Complete implies the inclusion of all that is needed for the integrity or
fulfillment of something. Whole and entire imply unbroken unity of parts,
so that nothing vital has been omitted. When applied to Christian
character, these terms coimote a state or quality of Christian existence
which

answers

to

the divine demand for full-orbed conmiitment and

devotion.

unquestionably the aim of any form of development.
Christian progress may be expected to aspire to perfection, for the Bible
promises and requires spiritual excellence. One can only ask, in what
sense does perfection apply? Revelation and reason have but a single
in love. Whereas a human being can never transcend the defects
answer:
and shortcomings of his finitude, he can experience and enjoy an idealism
and perfectness in love while in the body. In fact, this seems to be the
exclusive type of perfection man can experience in time or eternity. Even
though the mortal shall put on immortality, the redeemed soul will stiU
be finite in eternity, and therefore limited in knowledge, station and
wiU be
power. Thus even final perfection as man shall experience it
essentially faultlessness in love�and he must and may reach this standard
Perfection is

in this Ufe.

Our Lord set the norm, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with all thy
other words. Christian love in the
mind; and thy neighbor as

thyself."^In

6.

Ibid., p. 117.

7.

Luke 10:27.
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is total and

all-encompassing.

addition, it is
qualifies
heart, the seat of affections; the
soul, the seat of being; the strength, the seat of wiUing; and the mind, the
seat of understanding. The total person is thus
involved; and it is difficult
to see how any person could, in theological candor, avoid the conclusion
that a genuine element of perfection is implied here. As John Wesley said,
referring to perfection in love, "Pure love alone, reigning in the heart and
Ufe, this is the whole of Christian perfection."^

all-pervading:

it touches and

In its

Love is

deep sense, love purifies
redemptive. In a heart fiUed

its devotion to

Christ, there

is

In

the

and transforms

everything

it touches.

with divine love and made

no room

perfect

in

for self-love and world-love. And

love not

only purifies, but it also thoroughly preserves. The soul thus
made perfect cleaves to God by the strong bonds of love and is safe, for
no power can successfully
challenge its righteous claim.
ENTIRE SANCTIFICATION AS SALVATION FULFILLMENT

Redemption begins in the restorative urge in the holiness of God,
and culminates in the entirely sanctified heart of man. This is the spiritual
narrative and course of salvation, its historical and chronological inception
and development. By its very nature, redemption is a tale untold untU it
eventuates in heart purity for man. No matter how noble and expansive its
potential efficacy, its inherent purpose and power are not realized untU it
has reached man's deepest self. At his heart, where the springs of life issue,
there is found the deep-seated and deep-rooted need for a fuU salvation.
That sanctification needs to be entire in this Ufe is

clear, for other
extend the process into eternity. There

wise it would become necessary to
is no scriptural evidence that moral

change

wiU thus be effscted

beyond

the boundaries of this life. "There wUl be advancement in the future
state,
but it wiU be advancement in exaltation,
wisdom and
and

light,

not in matters of moral

heaven. And while the

adjustment,

glory

since sin'S defilement cannot enter

positive side of entire sanctification involves the
love, its negative benefit is the eUmination of

of the believer's

perfection
the sin principle from the heart as a cardinal
preparation for entry into
the Eternal City.
Entire sanctification, we conclude, is the
redemptive extension of
God's holiness into the heart and life of

8.
9.

Quoted in Samuel Chadwick, The Call
Lowrey, op. cit., p. 209.

to

man.

It is the

Christian

logical

Perfection,

outcome of

p. 38.

God's Extension: Ground

the desire of the Creator to

bring
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for Sanctification

all of creation into the orbit of His

high

purposes. Hence God's extension is the ground for entire sanctification.
Divine teleology unerringly seeks to fulfill itself, and thus there is no

place where God is present where at that time and place redemption is not
being effectual. As there is no redemption apart from God, it is equally
valid that where God is, redemption will be actualized. The presence of
God is the reality of redemption.
God's abiding presence is provisionally dependent on purity. Hence,
the heart and life in which He dwells must be cleansed from the

obstructing
by the
eradication of inherent evil from the yielded soul? Then, after cleansing,
comes the fullness of the Holy Spirit's occupancy, commonly known as
entrenchment of sin. How else could this end be reached than

full salvation.
The

leading

new

birth is

a

stage

or

station-stop

on

redemption's right-of-way

to the blessed destination of full salvation. When

we

understand

this, and perceive the relation between the two crises of Christian grace,
then we see that the saying that "God saves to sanctify" is a vaUd one.
That which He

saves

initially.

His purpose and presence.

He cleanses and fulfills

by

the extension of

BOOK

When God Comes Alive,
223 pages. $4.50.
One of the

volume not

more

REVIEWS

by Lance Webb.

recently

Nashville:

elected Methodist

Abingdon,

1968.

bishops speaks

in this

of the need of the contemporary church for renewal
but also of the way in which he thinks it can come to pass.
that
real

only

Bishop Lance Webb of Springfield, Illinois, declares in these pages
personal and church renewal comes when the Holy Spirit becomes
in the experience of Christians rather than merely through changing

words, forms and

structures in the church. New and

more

vital forms of

worship, theology, community, morality, ministry and structure are
required for the church to be fully relevant in this age; but the new forms
and structures are the results of the Holy Spirit's renewal and not the cause.
Bishop Webb deals directly with the areas of worship, theology,
community, mission, evangelism, ministry, and personal Hfe. He points
out that the renewal of the church in each of these areas is dependent upon
God coming alive in Christ and through the Holy Spirit. He prescribes the
means

of renewal and describes the manifestations of renewal in relation

to these

His

chapters, rich in contemporary illustrations, provide a
sharp cutting edge to challenge the reader to decision.
This book on the renewal of the church reaches a fitting climax in
the closing chapter entitled "Joy in Living." It is imperative to understand
that the renewal of the church is dependent upon Christians rediscovering
"the joy of the Lord." This "joy of the Lord" is the supreme personal
evidence of the fact that God is alive. "The joy of the Lord" results not
from

areas.

escape from Ufe, but rather from an escape from self-centeredness
into life and ministry in Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ alone gives power
an

to work with

meaning

and

joy

for the future.

The church needs the message of this book. Clergymen, laymen,
professional scholars need this message about renewal. Taken seriously it

could
the

really renew
Holy Spirit.

the church in the creative

inspiration and activity of

Frank Bateman

Stanger
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Crusade Hymn Stories (with ten hymn stories by Billy Graham), edited
by Cliff Barrows. Chicago: Hope Publishing Co., 1967. 160 pages. $3.00.
Thousands who have attended the

Billy Graham Crusades have been
profoundly impressed by the music ministry of CUff Barrows, particularly
in his leadership of the congregational
singing and the choirs. In a day
when hymnody is running the gamut from the staid chorale and
para
phrased Psalm to contemporary swinging song with wild accompaniment,
the carefully selected evangeUcal hymn or gospel song is indeed a strategic
form of communication. It must pass more critical tests now than ever.
Mr. Barrows grew with the revived tide of mass evangeUsm which

has succeeded

remarkably under Dr. Graham's preaching ministry.
Sophisticates who have judged the gospel song harshly by lyrical and
musical standards (often justly so) will sense in this carefuUy documented
coUection the integrity they seek, because only the best is included, in
both evangeUcal hymn and song.
With an emphasis on "What Do the Hymns Say?" the stories of
fifty-two hymns are presented in graphic style�not as scholarly analyses,
but certainly not garnished with over-sentimentality. Tedd Smith, George
Beverly Shea, and Don Hustad have aU assisted with stories of some of
their favorite hymns.
An effort has been made to adapt these stories for family and per
sonal use. Since the hymnal should be a devotional companion to the
Bible and since our congregational singing should evidence this, it is with
gratitude that we welcome another significant addition to hymnic de
so

votional Uterature.
To know

a

good hymn

and its author is to love it and

sing

it with

understanding. The international scope of this coUection bears vivid wit
ness to the vaUdity of the Gospel as a unifying force for Christians in every
land.
John S. Tremaine

of Medieval Theology, Gabriel Biel and Late Medieval
Nominalism, by Heiko Oberman. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1967. 495
The Harvest

pages.

$3.95

(paperback).

The author

that late

regards as
medieval thought

a

is

curious and
one

of the

dangerous coincidence the fact
least known in the history of
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Christian

thought. And it seems true that this period indeed has been
regarded largely as a part of the history of philosophy with the consequent
result that its theological contributions have been neglected. This volume
therefore is a detailed theological study of nominalism, the late medieval
movement which contributed at

once

to the decline of

Thomism and the

developing thought of many of the reformers.
The key theologian studied is Gabriel Biel, sometimes called the
"last of the scholastics." Biel's thought is examined without reference to
Luther or the "high scholastics," a methodology not usually followed.
This and his examination of Biel's rarely quoted Sermons lead the author
in not a few instances to take issue with respected scholars in the field, as
evidenced most clearly in his rejection of the thesis that nominalism is the
disintegration of late medieval thought. It is precisely to call attention to
this fact that the book's title

was

chosen, TTie Harvest of Medieval

Theology. The book is comprehensive and deals with a wide range of
issues as developed in nominalism.
The author's style is good, especially so since EngUsh is not his
native language. The detailed and clear outline makes the book especially
helpful for one not accustomed to reading in this particular field of study.
The scholarship is superior, and this work is perhaps the best examination
of nominalism in the EngUsh language. The bibUography Usts aU the major
works related to the subject. A helpful glossary of the most crucial
terms in the area of late medieval scholarship is of value to those interested
in studying this period which is graduaUy taking shape as a field in its own
right.
Kenneth Cain

A

Kinghorn

Song of Ascents, by E. Stanley Jones. NashviUe: Abingdon, 1968.

400 pages. $4.95.

This

pubUcation cUmaxes the long, brilUant Uterary career of a
distinguished missionary and evangeUst. It is the composite of three
separate manuscripts, during the writing of which the author came to the
conclusion that a regular autobiography of the outer events of his Ufe was
not sufficiently important to warrant a book, but that a
"spiritual auto
of
the
inner
events
was
of
sufficient
biography"
significance to pass on.
The title of the book is taken from the title of PsaUns 120-134.

They

are

caUed

"Songs

of Ascents"

because, according

to the

scholars,
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by the people when they ascended to Jerusalem for a
festival or a pilgrimage. In this
spiritual autobiography the author sings
his song of the pilgrimage he is
making from what he was to what God is
of
him.
making
In the first eight chapters Dr. Jones describes the
great spiritual
experiences that became the foundation of his life and ministry-his
conversion, infilling with the Holy Spirit, missionary call, miraculous
physical heaUng, confrontation with the non-Christian faiths, and call to a
specific task. Here we gain glimpses into the heart of the man, completely
transformed by divine grace and
thoroughly surrendered to his Lord.
In the remaining chapters the author describes the
great, basic
convictions that have moulded his
thinking in the past sixty-seven years of
his ministry. He shares his thoughts on such
important subjects as the
of
God, spiritual healing, church union, freedom and discipUne,
Kingdom
self-surrender, the cross and suffering, psychology and reUgion, and
evangeUsm. Here we gain gHmpses into the mind of a man who has
were

sung

surrendered his intellectual powers to God.
To those who have read the writings and have heard the messages of
Stanley Jones over a period of years, much of his material in this publi
cation will not be new, for it all appears scattered

throughout

his

previous

twenty-five books. However, the value of this his latest volume Ues in
the fact that it is a wonderful summary of all that Dr. Jones has been
about for the past fifty years.
lucid, frank style, >1 Song of Ascents is both serious and

writing and preaching
Written in

a

humorous, interesting and inspiring, simple and yet profound. The
author narrates his failures as well as his victories, and makes it very clear
that he is not one who has fully arrived, but is still "a Christian in the
making." When the reader has completed the book, he has the feeling
that he has been
Jones.

This,

no

reading

doubt,

more

about the Lord Jesus than about E.

Stanley

is what the author intended.

John T. Seamands

Studies in the

Grand

Life of Christ: The Middle Period, by R. C. Foster.

Rapids: Baker,

1968.

604 pages.

$7.95.

trilogy entitled Studies in

the

Life of
Christ by the professor of New Testament at Cincinnati Bible Seminary.
Volume I, Introduction and Early Ministry, discusses Christ's early Ufe
This is the second volume of

a

The
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through
yet

the Sermon

to come.
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the Mount. A third volume, The Final Week, is
The present treatise is in the nature of an extended com
on

mentary. It considers the entire narratives from the end of the Sermon

on

the Mount to the

Triumphal Entry, combining exegesis of the text with
discussion of critical problems. Much time is devoted to practical appli
cations. The merit of the volume, as seen by this reviewer, is in its in
sights into and its rather thorough treatment of each of the episodes in
Christ's Ufe during the period under consideration. The author's famiUarity
with historic Palestine, its geography, its peoples and their customs, its
religious and ecclesiastical rationale, does much to bring to Ufe the kind of
atmosphere and environment in which our Lord ministered. The work
throws much Ught upon the life and ministry of Christ. As a handbook,
it will be especially useful to ministers in the preparation of sermons on
the events of Christ's ministry. From reading what this author has to say,
one's

own sermons on

these events cannot but be enriched.
James D. Robertson

The

Theology of Martin Luther, by Paul Althaus. PhUadelphia:
Press, 1966. xv and 464 pages. $8.00.

Fortress

In recent decades Luther's

theology has taken on an almost unprece
dented significance in theological studies. New multi-volume editions of
his works have appeared in America, Germany, France, Poland, and Japan.
Moreover, countless monographs on Luther's theology by Protestants and
Roman Catholics have appeared in many countries. This volume is a major
contribution to all such prior Luther studies. Paul Althaus, professor of
theology for many years at the University of Erlangen in Germany, is
a mature scholar and an internationaUy recognized authority in the field of
Reformation research. He has given us a comprehensive and systematic
survey of Luther's entire thought. He sets forth, in a fashion which wiU be
appreciated by scholars and non-specialists alike, the main theological
questions which engaged the Reformer's attention. The twenty-eight
chapters systematically cover subjects from "The Authority of Scripture
and of the Creeds" to "Eschatology."
This book is the result of

pubUshed

in the

original

a

Ufetime of Luther

research, and

German in 1963. An excellent translation

was

by
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Robert C. Schultz has
readers.

recently
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made this material available for

EngUsh

Professor Althaus' work is characterized by his impressive famiUarity
with the Weimar Ausgabe of Luther's Werke. Numerous
quotations at
than
a
thousand in aU) aUow Luther to speak for himself.
key points (more
The author uses few secondary sources in this book.
(However, he is
famiUar with them, as can be seen e.g., in his "Die
Bedeutung der Theologie
Luthersfur die

theologische Arbeit," Z,Mr/ier-/fl/iri>Mc/i, 1961, pp. 13 ff.) No
attempt is made to trace the historical development of Luther's tnought
except at a few necessary points. Apart from these exceptions, the
Reformer's theology is considered as a unified whole and as consistent at
all important and decisive points. Luther's polemical opposition to Roman
Catholic scholasticism is developed only when necessary to an under
standing of the substance of his position.
Of especial merit is Althaus' presentation of Luther's theology as a
way of thinking, for this is the way Luther is best understood. Moreover,
the author particularly emphasizes Luther's biblical foundation, and
appropriately so because Luther consistently developed his theological
position by interpreting and referring to Scripture passages. The book is
also strengthened and made more valuable by the author's refusal to
interpret Luther within his own dogmatical frame of reference, or for
that matter, in the presuppositions of any contemporary "school" of
theology.
To this reviewer, this is the best basic study of Luther's theology
in

print.
Kenneth Cain

The

Kinghorn

Recovery of Christian Myth, by Guilfoid Dudley III. Philadelphia:

Westminster, 1967. 127 pages. $3.95.

truly a contemporary essay to the modem
Church. Its thesis could have significant impact on the Ufe of the Church
and on its effectiveness in communicating the Gospel.
The author urges that the Church has seriously misinterpreted
modem culture and radicaUy undercut its own mission by submitting to
the rational spirit of this century. By eschewing its own particular forms
and language it has set aside the one effective instmment for communi
cation. "The book is a study of how much is at stake m the very mythic
Conlanguage which the churches are hastening to disown, ." (p. 13).
This brief volume is

.

The
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temporary churchmen have too easily set aside the vocabulary and lan
the substance of the
guage as merely forms, but, argues the author, ".
.

Gospel
Again,
death"

is embedded in

"The

question
(p. 17).

a

mythic

or

archetypal

of the church's language is

The book is based

on

two observations:

.

consciousness"
a

question

(1) That the

(p. 14).

of its Ufe and

modern Church

myth as it is used in the New Testament.
neglect of the Apocalypse in modem Uturgy

has chosen to free itself from the

especiaUy in the
and worship. (2) At the same time that the Church has abandoned the
myth, contemporary Uterature has embraced it and demonstrated how
effectively this form does conununicate to rational man. The book is
divided in accordance with these two observations. The first part points
out the degree to which the modem Church has banished myth from its
language and consciousness, and the resulting impoverishment. The second
part focuses on the effective use of myth by such writers as Thomas Mann,
This is

seen

D. H. Lawrence, Nathaniel West and others.
The author argues with considerable
to the bibUcal

language

and the

use

of the

success

mythic

that

only by

form

can

a

retum

the Church

of the scope of the victory Christ has wrought, or dupUcate the life of the Early Church. "Without bemg able to communicate in
the language of the apostoUc faith, the churches can scarcely hope to evoke

recapture

a sense

apostoUc aUegiance to Jesus Christ" (p. 25).
Though it may perhaps Ue outside the purpose of his- book, the
author might weU have said something as to how myth is related to
history. How historical (as over against "existential") is Christianity?
Certainly at the heart Christianity speaks to man's existence (which is the
thmst of the author's comments on the book of Revelation), but what of
the goal of history? What about time and eschatology? But these questions
and nourish

should not be aUowed to detract from the value and relevance of this book,
which seeks to address itself to the malaise in which the Church of our

generation finds itself.
Robert W.

Lyon

Christianity and Humanism. Studies in the History of Ideas, by Quirinius
Breen. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1968. 183 pages. $6.95.
author of note takes time, in the rapidlyworld of the twentieth century, to survey the thought of the

It is not often that

moving

an
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Renaissance and to chronicle its (to us) remote events and thoughtcurrents. This work, edited by Nelson Peter Ross, embodies the researches
of a thinker whom one judges, from the caliber of his
essays, to be worthy
of

more

pubUc

notice than he has received. The volume deals with the

tensions which existed between Christian

thought and secular learning,
fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, with special
especially during
reference to the problem of "double truth" which plagued the early
modern humanists.
the

The

author, reared in the Christian Reformed tradition, turned
after certain difficult experiences to the Presbyterian ministry where he
found

a

second

spiritual

home. He

was

himself the heir of both the

French and the Dutch Reformed

tradition, the former through his mother,
the latter through his father. Calvin was his spiritual mentor; and it is in the
light of the great Genevan's thought that he viewed Mirandola, Barbaro,
Melanchthon, as well as the emerging humanistic thinkers of late medieval
ism. To Professor Breen, the Church (seen in a broad historical sense) is
the "foster mother of learning" as a result of her strong sense of history
and her heritage of historic creeds.
It goes without saying that as an historian. Dr. Breen acknowledges
the historical continuity of the Church, from the Early, through the
Medieval, and through the Reformation. He maintains that one of the
major roles which the Church has played is that of correcting and syn
thesizing the currents of so-called "profane" thinking. Thus the Church,
and more particularly the Church of the Reformed tradition, could thank
fully accept the deliverances of all serious thinkers and finally resolve the
problems of Veritas duplex which they seem to create in essentially
Christian terms. Study of this (at times) rather ponderous, volume will
reward the critical reader.
Harold B. Kuhn

Creeds of Christendom, by Philip Schaff. Grand Rapids: Baker
reprint, 1966. Volume I, xviii and 947 pages. $12.95. Volume II, vii and
The

634 pages. $7.95. Volume III, vii and 966 pages. $12.95.
Baker Book House is

performing

a

service to the church in its

"Limited Editions Library." This series of reprints consists of the best
volumes from the areas of Biblical Theology, History, and Philosophical
Literature. Many volumes in this series are rare and almost unobtainable.

S6

The

Ttie books selected for
works in

religious
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reprinting

in the series

among the great basic
studies. These three volumes-Schaffs The Creeds of
are

Christendom, first pubUshed in 1887-have long been regarded as the
standard work for a study of the creeds.
From the first century, Christianity has been expressed via creeds.
AU the creeds, from the "Apostles Creed" to the elaborate polemical
creeds of the post-Reformation era, provide valuable insights into Christian
belief and serve as iUuminative footnotes to church history.
In Volume I Schaff traces the history of the creeds from the early
ecumenical creeds up to the creeds of the modern denominations. Schaff s
style is still readable, and editing has not been deemed necessary. In the

first volume the author

develops

the

history

of the creeds while

to persons and

referring
the analytical analysis

events; in addition, he enlivens his
of a master historian.

frequently

account with

Volumes II and III contain the creeds themselves. Volume II
sists of the Greek and Latin creeds in the

column

of

English

translation. Volume

Protestant creeds in the
In

our

stand the

original languages
III

presents

with

the

con

parallel
Evangelical
a

same manner.

present ecumenical

era

it is crucial that the Church under

upon which she rests. In a time when the historic
doctrinal standards of the Church are being both misunderstood and at

platforms

abandoned, the reappearance of these volumes is timely. It is
axiomatic that we build the future on the basis of the past, and the future
Church can profit greatly by a study of the historic creeds which have
been made available by this outstanding reprint.
times

Kenneth Cain

Kinghorn

Communication

for the Church, by Raymond W. McLaughlin. Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 1968. 228 pages. $3.95.
In

an

introduction to this

"While the Church has

always

volume. Dr. Frank E. Gaebelein writes,

had

naturally gifted communicators
within its membership, it needs help, especially during this time of
kaleidoscopic change, in presenting the Gospel in our pluraUstic American
society. For it is possible for a Christian to hold a thoroughly evangeUcal
theology and yet not have his witness listened to, let alone understood,
because of inept presentation."
Dr. McLaughlin points out ways and means of improving our efforts
some
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to communicate. He
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to his task with eminent

qualifications, for noi
only does he hold earned doctorates in both communication and theology,
he is also a teacher of wide experience.
Writing for both church leaders and
the
author discusses basic principles of communication as they are
laity,
related to the work of the church in general and to biblical evangelical
faith in particular.
In a series of probing, penetrating chapters, the author deals with
such topics as: The Will to Communicate, The Fundamentals of Com
munication, Barriers to Communication, Group Communication, and The
comes

Power to Corrununicate.
Dr.

McLaughlin asks,

better? Do

we

live

more

"Do

we

love more? Do

selfless lives than those who

Christian

love. Christian character. Christian

they

the stuff of Christian

are

do ye

more

Dr.

than others?'

Elwood

sharing.

we

are

conununicate

not Christians?

communication� these three-

In the words of

our

Lord, 'What

"

Murray, formerly

Director

of the

Department

Speech, University of Denver, says: "Dr. McLaughlin is one
scholars to bring power from modern conununication theory
semantics to the service of religion in church relationships."

of

of the first
and

general

Herbert W.

Byrne

Philosophy of Gordon H. Clark. A Festschrift, by Ronald H. Nash,
editor. Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed PubUshing Company,
The

1968.

516 pages. $9.95.

evangelical is always heartened when one who has throughout
the
a long and distinguished career maintained a thorough confidence in
faith once delivered" is honored by the scholarly world in a memorial
volume. Professor Clark has combined two major forms of ministry, one
in the distinctly Christian college, and one in the secular university. This
Festschrift embodies typical productions of its honore and essays in his
honor by colleagues who have known and esteemed him over the path of
his career of forty years as a professor of philosophy.
A reading of this excellent collection of essays will reveal that
Professor Clark's ministry has been marked by several clearly discernible
features. First and foremost, he has consistently maintained a high view
of the inspiration and authority of the Holy Scriptures. This has qualified
all which he has sought to do; he has not only accepted biblical inerrancy.
The

The
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this

principle as a category for the understanding of the
entire spectrum of human learning. Second, he has insisted upon the
priority of epistemology over metaphysics. This he did, not to bypass
studies into the basic structure of things, but to afford a basis in thought
which was the necessary prius for the study of things.
Dr. Clark has insisted, ably and for a long time, that one's prior
notion of God is determinative for the whole of his thought. It is from
this base that he criticizes much of modem philosophical, as well as scien
tific, thinking. He is never without the awareness of the controlling role of
materialism in large segments of contemporary thought, and has never
relaxed his efforts to expose the weakness of the materialists' position.
The panel of writers agrees upon the validity of Professor Clark's
basic positions. Not all of them agree with his views at the point of some
theological details, such as that of human freedom and responsibility,

applied

of his view of the

origin and role of the State. But the whole tone of the
volume (particularly that part written conceming him) is that in Gordon
H. Gark the evangelical world has a dedicated and capable spokesman.
We join in tribute to a distinguished colleague and rejoice in the honor
accorded him by the publication of this volume.
or

Harold B. Kuhn

Partners in

Preaching: Clergy and Laity in Dialogue, by Reuel L. Howe.
New York: Seabury Press, 1967. 127 pages. $3.50.
Both without and within the Church the

much-criticized institution. Not

a

pulpit

in

few consider it outmoded

our

day

is

as a means

a

of

religious commjinication. To those who hold to the centrality of the
preaching task, these reproaches call for a re-evaluation of the preacher's
role.
If this author has little time for those who say that preaching is
obsolescent, he does acknowledge that too much of our sermonizing is
monological in its concept of communication, that the "performer" image

of the

preacher

throttles his

potential

power until the

preaching becomes

locked up in a stereotype. He insists that, to become effective, preaching
must be dialogical. Preacher and people are to be partners "in the dis

proclamation (by word and action)
the issues of our day" (p. 5).

cernment and

response to
From hundreds of tapes of

sermon

of the Word of God in

discussion between

clergy

and
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at the Institute

for Advanced Pastoral Studies these major criti
cisms of "conventional" preaching have been
garnered: (1) The sermon has

too many

ideas; it moves too rapidly from one idea to another. (2) There
is too much analysis and too Uttle solution.
(3) Sermons are too formal,
too impersonal. There is a lack of
personal urgency. (4) Preachers assume
that

laymen know more about theology and theological terms than is
actually the case. (5) Too many sermons reach a dead end-give no
guidance to commitment or action (pp. 26-33). Three suggestions are
given for getting started in dialogue preaching: (1) Instruct the laity on
their role in sermon participation. (2)
Arrange for study and discussion
on
matters of faith and mission. (3) Provide for feedback on
groups
preaching by inviting a small group to meet after church to reflect
congregational response to the minister's communication. With regard to
(3), an appendix in the book contains the abstract of a sermon preached
local church, and the transcribed discussion is that of a group of
church members who gathered immediately afterwards to comment on

in

a

the service and the

sermon.

The reader will find this discussion rather

illuminating.
This book

underscores

need

widespread in today's pulpit.
It should open the eyes of the preacher who only talks, the monologist
in the pulpit who does not see or hear. It is, of course, quite possible to
overstate the case for dialogue preaching. This "new" emphasis must not
be allowed to turn the pulpit into a platform. Moreover, because it is
concerned with human problems, preaching must never fail to confront
people with God.
heavily

a

James D. Robertson

Hymns and

the Faith,

311 pages.

$4.95.

hy

Erik

Routley.

Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans,

1968.

day when there appears to be a revived interest in hymnology
following a long period of dearth, properly documented hymn commen
taries are warmly welcomed by serious church musicians and theologians.
Especially is this true when theology assumes its rightful position again as
the keystone by which the music structure becomes sound.
Eric Routley, through the companion volume to this one {Hymns
and Human Life), a definitive book, Church Music and Theology, and a
score of others, has estabUshed himself as an authority in discerning
In

a

Die
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theological worth of hymns. Less historical and more personal in nature
than its predecessors, Hymns and the Faith excites imagination, confirms
faith and dehghts with the incisive style typical of the compiler. Fortynine themes are presented, one hymn for each, and the format follows in
very general pattern that of the content of a comprehensive hymnal
(without notation, of course) proceeding from universal "Praise," through
the attributes of God and Christian experience, to "Praise" in a celestial
sense�an "Alpha and Omega."
This reviewer noted that only certain stanzas are selected or omitted
as in the case of Wesley's "Love Divine" under "Sanctification" with its
"Breathe, 0 Breathe ..." stanza conspicuously missing. However, the
same stanza is omitted in the Methodist Hymn Book (British), Anglican
hymnals and many others. Since this is a case in point, let it be remembered
that hymns which have found their way into a wide spectrum of denomi
national hymnals have done so by virtue of their general strength and
have often lost thereby some of the doctrinal genius of the movement
which inspired them. It would be impossible to include all hymns in toto,
but the thorough student of hymnology will, we trust, be inspired to search
for the whole text in many instances.
There is no doubt that the clergy in

particular

should examine this

enriching possibihties in their own appreciation of subtle
ties exposed in famihar hymns. These observations include strong and
effective sermonic material and might well enUven congregational singing�
which in most areas can well afford an enlightened and genuinely "spiri

volume for its

tual" touch.
John S. Tremaine

The Modem

Tongues Movement, by Robert G. Gromacki. Philadelphia:
Presbyterian and Reformed, 1967. 165 pages. $4.50.
The first half of the twentieth century saw a new rise of tongues
speaking in the Pentecostal movement. In the recent decade the phenom
of

in

tongues is seen occasionally in the established, historic
denominations. The author, who holds a Th.D. from Grace Theological

enon

speaking

Seminary, seeks

to

present

a

"careful

study of

the modem tongues
a study of the

movement with its historical antecedents." He also offers

biblical
ment in

phenomenon of tongues
the light of that study.

and evaluates the current tongues

In his brief historical survey the author concludes "there

move

are

no
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glossolalia in the post-apostolic era. Speaking in tongues
had definitely ceased" (p. 17). He disregards the testimonies of Montanus
and Tertullian. He also concludes that any claim of speaking in tongues in
the Middle Ages and the Reformation (each period treated in less than a
page) is false. Regarding the instances of tongues speaking in the postgenuine

cases

Reformation

he states, "It would be difficult to prove that these
instances of phenomenon constituted a revival of biblical tongues speaking"

(p. 23).

era

His main basis for this

rejection

is that

glossolalia

occurred in

the

unorthodox, cult sects.
Assessing the twentieth century tongues movement, Gromacki asserts
that all modern tongues speaking is produced either "satanically, psycho
logically, or artificially." He categorically announces: "That modern
glossolalia is not divinely produced at all will be demonstrated in [my]
following chapters" (pp. 49, 50). He sees the New Testament variety of
tongues as being a known foreign language. (The author equates the types
of glossolalia found in Acts and I Corinthians.) His major thesis is that the
gift of tongues has ceased (pp. 139, 140). He does not say whether other

spiritual gifts have

also ceased.

The book is

gorical

and

lacking in scholarly caution,
simpUstic statements. Although one

and it abounds in cate
may have deep reserves

about the modem tongues movement, this book will throw little
the issue.
Kenneth Cain

light

on

Kinghom

Man: The New Humanism, Vol. VI in the series A^ew Directions in Theology
Roger L. Shinn. Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1968.

Today, by

207 pages.

$2.25.

Humanism in its best
his most basic
is in this

exist between

several themes

(as

always a
that the major tensions have existed and will continue to
theology and secular culture. Professor Shinn develops
as a result of
m relation to the tensions generated today

level)

arena

the attempt to understand man at
concern of Christian theology. Perhaps it

sense

is

knowledge in the fields related to human life and
is his contention
human behavior. Underlying his discussion, we believe,
to terms with the major
that every form of Christian theology must come
the vast increase of

must somehow
contentions of humanism. Even the system of Karl Barth
that dignity.
affum the dignity of man, even if it does not celebrate
in our
The volume affirms that there is emerging a New Humanism
a new awareness of the
time, shaped by new attitudes toward the world,
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complexity of the human organism and the human person, and the
newer configurations of culture produced by the newer technology. Such
a "humanism" will be compelled to protest the depersonalizing of man,
the alienation of

from his environment, and the erosion of human
freedom�however this might be effected. The approach of the author is
man

broad: he relates his

biology, psychology

subject

to a wide

and the social sciences.

The third section relates

believes to be
those

spectrum of disciplines, notably

emerging

the humanism which Professor

Shiim

to historic "human"

problems, particularly as
theological assertions. His dis

highlighted by historic
cussion balances optimism (particularly in its social form as formulated
by Harvey Cox) and the pessimism vAnch is latent in many strains of
today's sociological models. The range of his materials is vast; at the'
same time, the author seems to succeed admirably in dealing in reasonable
depth with representative samples, thus avoiding the tendency sometimes
seen toward shallowness. With respect to the question which occurs to
every Christian, "What of the supposed perfectibility of man?" the work
seems to end indecisively. Professor Shinn seems to suggest that the life of
faith is more correctly understood as an attempt to realize oneself through
living for others. At best, this seems somewhat less than a complete under
standing of the gospel of Grace.
problems

are

Harold B. Kuhn

The Silent Thousands

Zondervan,
The

Suddenly Speak, by Charles

E. Blair. Grand

Rapids:

1968. 149 pages. $3.95.

sermons

in this book

by

the minister of Calvary

(Baptist) Temple

in
a

Denver, Colorado, are the result of polling three groups of hearers:
local congregation, friends of a daily radio religious broadcast, and view
of

regular Sunday worship telecast aired over six channels throughout
the Rocky Mountain Empire. TTie groups were asked to submit "the sermon
subjects they felt would be most helpful." The more than 5,000 responses
were analyzed by a computer. Among the ten
topics people wanted to
hear about most were these: "Where are we in prophecy?", "What is the
formula for a happy home life?", "How can I pray effectively?", "What
exactly is salvation?", and "How do I have faith?" It is obvious that the
ers

a

Book Reviews
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groups questioned represented a select segment of the population, no
doubt church-related people in the main.
The technique used in this experiment makes for Hfe-relatedness in

preaching.

Ihe

in the

be effective, must speak to men's
precisely what Dr. Blair does. The young minister will
learn from these messages what is meant by "life-centered"
preaching.
BibUcally based, this preaching is all the time aware of the actual
world on which our eyes look. The didactic element is
strong, but never
man

pulpit,

to

needs. And this is

tedious. The way is made clear
shall not err therein." Truth is

that

"wayfaring men though fools
frequently illuminated by brief, apt,
surprising variety of sources, not infrequently
so

striking illustrations from a
from the author's personal observation of life about him. The messages
succeed not only in bringing into the open heart-felt concerns of men but
they speak to these needs with warmth and understanding.
life-situation preaching has reason for being only if it be considered
a form of approach to the sermon and not the sermon itself. These
messages all lead directly to the relevance of the Gospel.
James D. Robertson

What's New In

Religion?, by

Kenneth Hamilton. Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans,

1968. 176 pages. $3.95.
The word "new" has
that

the

an

almost luminous
to feel that he

quaHty
retain

in

our

time,

so

respectability by
formulating some new system. Intellectual survival seems to depend upon
aUiance with some movement claiming novelty. It is therefore an en
couraging sign that an incisive thinker prefaces his survey of current
theological formulations with a critical analysis of the motif of novelty.
Professor Hamilton, of United College of Winnipeg, notes that it
is one thing to explore new frontiers in technological fields, where ex
tension grows inevitably from the discovery of new data, but quite another
in fields in which essentials of the human predicament are involved.
The problem becomes the more acute in the areas of the "human" soci
eties, including theology. Here novelty may be misleading, for the struc
tures of human values seem not to be subject to the same relativities as
technological data.
The question hinges, of course, upon the word "seem"-and our
writer is persuaded that when the quest for the new requires disregard
even

theologian

seems

can
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(or contempt) for basic values, tested on the anvil of centuries of moral
and spiritual experience, grave dislocations may follow. Hence his words,
"All the winds of

change blowing around us do not represent the breath
of the Spirit of God (p. 35).
The thesis that they may find their source in "the spirit of the
world" underlies Professor Hamilton's critique of the broad spectrum of
"new" theological formulations. He seeks the basic concerns behind the
words of Bishop Robinson, the "God-is-dead" theologians, the formulators
and defenders of "The New Morality," and the apostles of the new forms
of secular theology. The luminous quaHty of such terms as "secular" and
"mankind come of age" is recognized as part of a mania for coming to
terms with what is, rather than what ought to be.
The volume is a thesaurus of careful and analytical statements
concerning not only our present predicament, but also the underlying
"

motives of such controversial writers

as

Bonhoeffer and TiUich. Pro

fessor Hamilton is, in the judgment of this reviewer, a master at sorting
out the central from the peripheral in a given writer's works, especiaUy

ambiguous Bonhoeffer. Perhaps not aU will be pleased
with the volume. It is uncomfortably clear in its expose' of the current
mania upon the part of theologians to avoid any commitment which
would be regarded as "outdated" by modem man.
As a critique of the contemporary "overvaluation of newness" it is
a refreshing breeze across the theological landscape. As a plea for a return
to a "Christian world-view" of durable quaUty it fiUs a genuine need.
As a handbook for the perplexed in today's theological disarray it has no
equal in recent times.
in the

of the

case

Harold B. Kuhn

WUliam and Paul Paddock. Boston: Little, Brown and
1967. 276 pages. $6.50.

Famine-1975!

Company,

by

The title indicates
contend that

by

1975

a

clearly

what this book is about. The authors

disaster of

unprecedented magnitude

wiU face the

world. Famines, foUowed by civil disorder, greater than any in
will ravage the undeveloped world.
The Paddock brothers
research and

speak with authority
practical experience. Paul served in the

for twenty-one years, in such countries

as

history

out of considerable

U. S.

Foreign

Service

Indonesia, Morocco, Manchuria

Book Reviews

and Laos. William is

traveled

an
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experienced agronomist who has worked and

in the

extensively
under-developed nations.
The authors argue that the
exploding populations in the hungry
nations combined with their static
agricultures make famines inevitable
within the next decade. The stricken
peoples will not be able to pay for
all their needed food
imports, but will be dependent on the charity of
the
surplus-grain-producing nations, namely, the United States, Canada,
Austraha, and Argentina. However, the last three nations named are com
mitted to selling their stocks on the international market to
with

anyone
cash in hand. This leaves the United States as the
sole hope of the hungry
nations. Yet the United States, even if it cultivates all its
land, will not
have enough wheat and other foodstuffs to
keep alive all the

starving.

Therefore,
send food,
How

the United States will have to decide to which countries it will
to which countries it will not.
is

the

United States to make this choice? The Paddock
brothers contend that the only practical
poHcy is that of "triage," which
is used in military medicine on the battlefield. The famine nations will
have to be classified

those

seriously

wounded that

they "can't be
saved," the "walking wounded" who can survive without treatment, and
those who "can be saved" by immediate care. It will be the
staggering
as

so

responsibility of the American people to make this awesome choice. The
reader is immediately shocked at the thought-he asks, "Is this
practical?
Is this morally right?"-but then he is challenged to arrive at a
working
alternative.
The authors support their arguments with a good many statistics,
quotations, and points of logic that are most difficult to refute. Yet the

reader has

something

an

inner

feeling

will avert the

that

perhaps the case is overdrawn, that surely
impending catastrophe. Recent articles in the

newspapers about fantastic

new

types of rice and wheat which

are

revolu

tionizing grain production only add to the reader's inner suspicions. But
it is at this point that the authors make their major argument. They
contend that modern technology will be "unable to increase food produc
tion in time to avert the death of tens of millions of people by starvation."
Steps should be taken now to face the crisis.- And it is this very feeling
that "something will turn up" to head off the catastrophe that is the most
dangerous deterrent to taking the whole situation seriously enough to
start making preparations now.
Whether the Paddock brothers are fully correct in all their arguments
or not, their thesis is of sufficient importance to warrant all government
officials, and all Americans, to study their pubUcation seriously and take
adequate action immediately.
John T. Seamands
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Tyndale Bible Commentaries: The Second Epistle of Peter and the Epistle
ofJude, by Michael Green (R. V- G. Tasker, General Editor). Volume 18.
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1968. 192 pages. $3.95.
The

volumes in the series

primarily exegetical, secondarily
scholarship, a fact not sur
prising when one reads the Hst of authors. The book in hand, by the
Registrar of London College of Divinity, is among the best in the series.
It is written in the conviction that these two
Epistles are "uncomfortably,

homiletical. All maintain

burningly

relevant" to

The Person and Work

our

a

high

are

standard of

times.

of the Holy Spirit, by

R. A.

Torrey.

Grand

Rapids:

Zondervan, 1968. 262 pages. $3.95.
A Zondervan

reprint, and a highly commendable introduction to the
Holy Spirit. Chapters are devoted to such aspects
as: the Spirit revealed
by His names. His work in the material universe. His
regenerating power. His witness to Christ, His guidance. His bearing witness
to our sonship, and praying in the
Spirit. Two big things this book should
do: make the reader richly aware of the intimate, ever-present nearness of
Person and work of the

the Person and power of the third member of the

deliver

Martin

us

from

error

Heidegger, by

1968. 62 pages.

and fanaticism

John

1968. 74 pages. $1.25

These two

concerning His

and it should

work in the world.

Richmond: John Knox

Press,

Hudson. Richmond: John Knox

Press,

Macquarrie.
$1.25 (paperback).

Ludwig Wittgenstein, by Donald

Trinity,

(paperback).

paperbacks are part of a series. Makers of Contemporary
Theology, and are designed to acquaint the reader with the biographies
and works of men whose thinking helps to make up the submerged part of
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the

iceberg

of modern

theological thinking. Wittgenstein is portrayed as
whose major contribution to the discipline is through his emphasis
upon meaning, particularly the meaning of words themselves, which caused
him to reject much of metaphysical thinking. Heidegger on the other
hand sought to reinstate metaphysics as an integral part of any critical
discipline. As an existentialist, he sought to substitute "Being" for "God"
and thus placed himself outside the major stream of Christian thinking,
which stream he has nevertheless influenced profoundly.
one

To Love Is to Live,
350 pages. $3.95.
These

by Spiros Zodhiates. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans,

short

are

radio

addresses

geared

to

the

1967.

Greek-speaking

community of New York City and environs. Conunents are practical and
Zodhiates pleads for more love and kindness. Fresh facts and insights help
make

stimulating

a

volume

primarily

devotional in character.

Learning to Love God, Learning to Love Ourselves, Learning to Love
People, by Richard Peace. Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1968. 63, 61, 73
pages

respectively. $2.75

the set

(paperback).

A series of three inductive Bible studies

about the life of Christian love to which

designed

we are

to

help

us

think

called. One is led to dis

for himself what the Bible is saying to him concerning this tri
dimensional love. Study questions are provided to help the individual

cover

uncover

biblical passage. These three studies
follow-up literature for African Enter

for himself the meaning of

a

originally to serve as
prise evangelistic missions. They should
were

written

and group

We

be

profitable

for both individual

study.

Spoke for God, by

John Calvin Reid. Grand

Rapids: Eerdmans,

1967.

122 pages. $3.50.
In these

chapters

written from the

point of

miah, and several of the minor prophets the

view of

Isaiah, Jere
author vividly recaptures
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exposition of their message. An excellent
general reader desiring better acquaintance with
an

and their work.

Marriage Manual, compiled by Samuel Ward Hutton. Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1968. 94 pages. $2.95.

Minister's

A compact yet rather comprehensive presentation of matters relating
to marriage, including such topics as premarital counseling, wedding eti

continuing home ministry,
a marriage ceremony within a complete order of worship, and a table of
the marriage laws of the several states. Also included are the marriage
rituals of each of the major religious denominations.
quette, processional and recessional diagrams,

a

Prey, by A. W. Roscoe, Foreword by Norman Grubb.
Minneapolis: Bethany Fellowship, Inc., 1968. 152 pages. $1.50 (paper
back).
The Lame Take the

EvangeUzation Crusade in
America and Canada is reaUy the story of one man's pilgrimage of
venturesome faith� a faith that is "always scraping the bottom, always
wriggling around like a fish in a net, always sparkling with the laugh of
faith before it happens." Here is a refreshing, at times hilarious, account
This Uttle book

by

the founder of World

of faith's adventure in the service of God. The reader wiU want to read
to the end.

About First Fruits Press

Under the auspices of B. L. Fisher Library, First Fruits Press
is an online publishing arm of Asbury Theological Seminary.
The goal is to make academic material freely available to
scholars worldwide, and to share rare and valuable resources
that would not otherwise be available for research. First Fruits
publishes in five distinct areas: heritage materials, academic
books, papers, books, and journals.
In the Journals section, back issues of The Asbury Journal will be digitized and so
made available to a global audience. At the same time, we are excited to be working
with several faculty members on developing professional, peer-reviewed, online
journals that would be made freely available.
Much of this endeavor is made possible by the recent gift of the Kabis III scanner,
one of the best available. The scanner can produce more than 2,900 pages an hour
and features a special book cradle that is specifically designed to protect rare and
fragile materials. The materials it produces will be available in ebook format, easy
to download and search.
First Fruits Press will enable the library to share scholarly
resources throughout the world, provide faculty with a
platform to share their own work and engage scholars
without the difficulties often encountered by
print publishing. All the material will be freely
available for online users, while those who
wish to purchase a print copy for their libraries
will be able to do so. First Fruits Press is just
one way the B. L. Fisher Library is fulfilling the
global vision of Asbury Theological Seminary to
spread scriptural holiness throughout the world.
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